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Cable USB Mcdodo CA-7252 3in1 retractable 1,2m green

Mcdodo USB cable CA-7251 3-in-1 retractable 1.2m green.
The CA-7251 cable, thanks to its ingenious design, can be unrolled to a length of 1.2m so that it can be rolled up again into a small form
when you're  done using it.  The cable  has a  total  of  four  ends:  Lightning,  USB-C,  micro usb and USB-A,  making it  especially  useful  for
people  who  use  different  types  of  devices,  e.g.  cameras,  phones  of  different  brands,  computers,  etc.,  and  frequently  transfer  files
between them. 
 
Practical design 
The  cable  features  a  retractable  design,  which  allows  it  to  be  stretched  on  both  sides  to  a  maximum  length  of  a  total  of  120cm
centimeters, and then rolled back into its compact form. Correct use of the cable provides for it to be unrolled from two sides, not just
one. The device has 5 degrees of length to which it can be unrolled to best suit your situation. 
 
High durability 
The CA-7252 has passed numerous tests proving its durability, including unrolling 50000 times, bending 3000 times, plugging in 5000
times, an 8kg load test, and a 48-hour high and low temperature test. 
 
iOS cooperation
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The cable features seamless cooperation with iOS - no windows pop up while using it, ensuring smooth operation. 
 
Package contents 
Cable
	Brand 
	Mcdodo
	Model
	CA-7251
	Color
	Green 
	Length 
	120cm 
	Weight 
	64g 
	Connectors 
	Lightning (data transfer charging), micro USB (charging), USB-C (charging)

Preço:

Antes: € 9.4956

Agora: € 8.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, Micro USB
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